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Teacher Version

I. Introduction to the Teacher

The art of writing ranks with the most important of man's
inventions, yet the history of writing is a subject rarely studied in
school. The causes for this negligence are not difficult to imagine.
Living in a land where the ability to read and write is nearly uni-
vereal, we sometimes lose sight of the fact that half of mankind is
illiterate. Some persons migat even express surprise at the fact
that maw iangeiages (Teeth ancient and modern) have never been writ-
ten. And, since we are daily involved with reading and =Wile, many
tend to think of a writing system and a language as being inseparable

-even confuse writing with spoken sounds. When such confusion
occurs, language becomes just a matter of spelling and writing, and
spoken sounds are thought of as being "what a letter says. " To avoid
the obvious misconceptions which can arise from a confusion between
writirig and speech, the origins and development of writing systems,
especially the English alphabet, should be introduced fairly early in
the study cf. language.

Of first importanee theta is the distinction between writing
and-speech. There is little doubt that human speech was in existence
for hundreds of thousands of years before the art of writing was in-
vented. This fact leads to an important conclusion: that because
speech is much oldercame first in human developmentwriting Is
ten attempt to represent speech. Writing has been defined, in fact,
as "the graphic ccrenterpart of speech. " That such definitions ade-
quately explain our own alphabetic writing system is obvious, best in
order to include von-phonetic writing systems, our definition must be
broadened. For example, writing could be defined as the conveyance
of ideas or sounds by marks on some suitable medium ranging from
stone to wood, clay, meta, leather, linen, parchment, paper and
mein Such a definition would include picture writing in which crude
pictures were used to communicate simple stories or ideas. In other
words, the written symbols communicate ideas visually in the same
systematic way that spoken symbols (speech sounds) communicated ideaa
by auditory means, Thus we see that an alphabetic system of writ-
ing, in which symbols stand for spoken sounds, is simply a visual
representation of speech itself.

'ailure to appreciate the significance of the preceding defi-
nitions can lead to serious misconceptions about spea,Vaig. writing,
and reading. Early scholars often stated or implied that speech is a
degenerate form of language ari is inferior to writing. Some people,
in offering reasons against speling reform, reveal a confusion between
written symbol and spoken sound. Children who one learning to read
often make statements which indicate that they believe they are learn-
ing "the language' for the first time. What these children fail to
recognize is that the visual symbols on the page are simply graphic
representations o the auditory language signals which they already

raa""irriciMft (New Wok, 1962), p. 20.
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have learned. Learning to read these symbols involves "the pro-
cess of teensfer from the auditory signs for language signals, which
the ckild has already learned, to new visual signs for the same sig-
ra1s"4 The common "spelling pronunciations" of such words as often
raspberry. and Christmas are other manifestations of the belief that
!sounds are subordinate to and determined by letters.

t$ in fba rpts.tnInsa of thie to give a et of eueereary of the t"".1.-=
tory of writing, both its origins and its development. In so doing, it
xe essential that the pupil be made aware of the fact that many of the
fanciful versions of the history of writing found in some julvenile books
itre based net upon fact but upon imaginative interpretations of a few
facts. The exact relationships between most early writing systems
are still in doubt, and only additional discoveries will verify or refute
the many hypotheses put forward. Another purpose of this unit is to
trace the development of the English alphabet and, in so doing, develop
a sound understanding of the alphabetic principle, Until the pupil
grasps the basic idea underlying English writing (i. e, representing
a single distinctive sound by a single wavaryieg symbol), his under-
standing of language is incomplete.

11. Origins of Writing

The earliest complete writing system now known to modern
scholars was in existence by the middle of the fourth millennium B. C.
Early cave drawings, for example, are not considered to be complete
systems of writing; furthermore, no evidence exists which connects
these early markings with the ancient systems et writing which are now
known. This early dembryoewriting" does deserve discussion, however,
since both embryo-writing and real .::'icing probably arose out of man's
inborn need to communicate and express. The Fainting and engraving
of primitive peoples, which may have originated in made ceremonies,
consist mainly of conventionalized drawings of men and animals and
various geometric patterns. since these disconnected and arbitrary
images ( some dating back to 20, 000 II. C.) do not convey even-the
simplest ideas, they do not fit the definitions of writing given above.
The main difference between embryo-writing and true writing is that
the former is not systematic, so it would have to be to represent the
ordered system that we call laxtuage.

Although technically not writing, another primitive method of
communication deserves mentionnamely, memory-aid devices. The
Peruvian Wm...are among the most familiar of such contrivances.
Ancient Peruvians (who used no writing, as far as is known) encoded
messages and records into a number of vexicusly-colored cords by ty-
ing knots in them. Only those *rho were familiar with the current code
could decipher the messages centained in the knots. Other mnemonic
devices used by primitive peoples include shell and bead strings (e.g.,

p. 120.
2Charles C. Fries, lees iti.id Readinzt (New York , 1962),
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Iroquois wampum belts), notched sticks, and iokens having special
significance, But, like all such inventions, they do not constitate

evniting mysterri and they do not approach the efficiency and versa.
Wt' of true writing,

In early civilizations, the invention of writing was usually attri-
buted to one of the gods. Several modern authors have given us fanci-
ful accounts o how ancient cave drawings developed into complex
writing systems. But we cannot be satisfied with such explanations.
Since there is no evidence which commas the oldest known writing
systems with primitive inscriptions, we must face the fact that the
origins of true writing, like those of language; are uncertain.

.91siL s In order to make it easier to discuss early
systems of writing, we will need some sort of claseigication. David
Diringer has classified scripts according to their nature and according
to the stage of development attained. 3 These scripts area (1) picture
writing, (2) ideographic writing, (S) analytic transitional scripts, (4)
phonetic scripts, and (5) alphabetic writing. Picture writing is dis-
tinguished from embryo-writing by the fact that, of the two, only the
former is capable of conveying an action or an idea in a systemaiic
sequence of representational pictures. In picture writing, there is
no connection between the pictograms and the spoken language of the
writer, since the pictures do not stand for sounds but for the objects
or actions themselves.

Ideographic writing resembles picture writing but differs in
that ideograms represent not only the objects and actions themselves
but may suggest also slime of the ideas associated with the objects
or actions. A picture representing a bowl could also suggest related
concepts such as food or the act of eating. A drawing of the sun
could also stand for such things as light, heat, a sun god, or day.
Analytic transitional scripts (e. , Egyptian hieroglyphic and Sumerian
cuneiform) are a combination of ideographic and phonetic signs.

Phonetic scripts are those which represent actual speech.
Each symbol in a phonetic script stands for a sound (or sounds) in
the language of the writer. In syllabic writing, which is one type
of phonetic script, each symbol stands for a syllable (i. e., a vowel
sound and one or more consonant sounds spoken together) in the lan-
guage being written. Alphabetic writing, which is the most useful sys-
tem of writing ever developed, is a phonetic script in which each sym-
bol (a letter) represents a single distinctive sound. Since the total
number of symbols needed in alphabetic writing is smaller than that
needed in the other types of scripts, the advantages of the former are
evident, Alphabetic writing has become so widespread and important
that it is now used by nearly all the civilized peoples of the earth,
Chinese and Japanese scripts iieing notable exceptions.

Diringer, pp. 21-25.



lite Early Systems of Writing

Only in the last century and a Leif has modern man gained the
knowledge necessary to read the scripts of ancient *Mesopotamia
(present-day Syria and Iraq) and ancient Egypte In 1800 neither
script had been deciphered; today scholars can read both the Sumerian
cuneiform and Egyptian hieroglyphic writing, as well as several other
ancient scripts. A brief description of the earliest known writing
twaseriaemvftes .1411 ,..4.6.11.3.. 2 ... ta_t_
easy Ea emaaama W obi& v axs Gb af. viiSaa va./1.1%.411LAV %I& V/11.04. 4113 AULPWLIL MUMS 'LUZ uz-agocurs
and development of the art of writing*

Cuneiform scri The oldest script known to modern scholars
is the cuneiform writing of ancient Mesopotamia and surrounding
countries. The name cuneiform. has its roots in the Latin words
cunaus, "wedge, " and forma "shape." Although the earliest forms
of the script were pictographic, cuneiform is classified as an analytic
transitional script, since the writing system which finally emerged
contains a combination of ideographic and phonetic elements,. The first
people known to have used this script are the Sumerians, who settled
in the TigrisEuphrates Valley in approximately 3500 B. C. Some of
the clay tablets containing Cuneiform writing date bP4.1k to about 3200 B. c;
the pictographic script out of which the cuneiform ueveloped belongs to
an even earlier time. Cuneiform script was written from left to right
with a stylus (I.- s pointed instrument) which was pressed into the
soft clay tablets to form short, straight, wedge-shaped marks in verti-
cal, horizontal, or oblique position. The following chart illustrates
both forms of the script:

(See chart, adapted from David Diringerts Wri New York,
1962, published by Fredrick A. Praeger, Inc., guerre 7, "De-
velopment of cuneiform symbols from pictographs to Classic
Assyrian, " page 38. )

A further complexity in the cuneiform script was the use of de-
terrninatives, a class of signs placed before or after words to indicate
the category to which a word belonged or to indicate which phonetic
:vane was intended. Also, composite characters were utilized to



reduce the total number of signs. For example, in lateen cuneiform

the sign for water ( y T ) and that for heaven ( D4).--T ) were

combined to mean rain ( yf 04.).
During the third millennium B. C. , other peoples living in the Tigris

Euphrates Valley, the Babylonians and Assyrians in particular, borrowed
the cuneiform script. Spread of the script continued into the second millen-
,411w, 7,1 t" u71-1,zrt .rtv i yrs a ...yen, 1 a evil, a r + rikimQ 3-trbwrsnurarl +ha anrirv m /lei n ti on+ ad if

to their own languages. The Persians, who adapted the script (progably in
the sixth century B. C.) to their Indo - European language, made a great many
simplifications in creating a syllabic writing system of forty-one signs. The
use of cuneiform writing continued into the first century A. D.

As might be expected, the Persian adaptation of the cuneiform script
was deciphered first. A succession of scholars worked at deciphering
the script in The early nineteenth century and succeeded in identifying
about three - fourths of the symbols. However, it was an Englishman,
Henry C. Rawlinson, who finally solved the puzzle of the Persian and
Babylonian cuneiform and published the results in 1646. Later discoveries
of Babylonian, Assyrian, and Sumerian writings have opened up to scholars
the early history of the Near East.

nantianhAlz /plias. Another important transitional script of
the Near East is the writing system of the ancient Egyptians, a script
called by the Greeks hies2/13.EplalLa grammata "sacred carved letters. "
Scholars date the earliest extant Egyptian inscriptions at approximately
2900 or 3000 B. C. (The origins of both cuneiform and hieroglyphic writ-
ing are uncertain, but it would appear that the former is the more ancient
script. ) Egyptian writing of the earliest inscriptions is also a transitional
script--that is, it contains both ideographic and phonetic signs. Like
cuneiform, it probably developed from a pictographic script.

Contrary to popular belief the Egyptian hieroglyphic writing did
not develop into an alphabetic script. Among the phonetic elements in
the script were signs which stood for single consonant sounds, vowel
sounds not being written at all. But the way in which these twenty-four
signs were used in the writing system indicates that the Egyptians were
far from an application of the alphabetic principle. The writing of Egyptian
.hieroglyphics, even in the two cursive scripts which developed from it,
remained an unwieldy system which never approached the efficiency of
alphabetic writing. The basis of the script (1. e. , the use of ideograms,
phonograms, and determinatives) never changed throughout its existence.

The ancient Egyptians wrote their script on wood and papyrus
as well as on stone. For use in everyday affairs and some sacred mat-
ters, another script called hieratic was developed. The pictorial nature
of the hieroglyphics was obscured in this new cursive script, but it
was simply a transcription of the original symbols. A later script,
often compared to our modern shorthand system, was derived out of
the hieratic script. This modified form of cursive writing was called
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dexaseds, and, like its predecessors, contained ideograms, phono-
grams, and determinatives. After the introduction of Greek writing
and language into Egypt by the Ptolemies (fourth century B. C. ), of-
ficial decrees were often written in three scripts (hieroglyphic, de-
motic, and Greek) and two languages (Egyptian and Greek), a fact
which proved to be very important to modern scholars, The last ex-
tant inscription in hieroglyphic writing is dated at 394 A. D; the last
demotic inscription is from 476 A. D.

Until the nineteenth century, knowledge of the ancient Egyptian
writing was lo3t to modern man. A lucky discovery by one of
'apoleon's soldiers in Egypt helped to restore this knowledge, for
he uncovered one of the bilingual decrees mentioned ebove, thus giv-
ing scholars the key they needed to unlock the mystery of hieroglyphic
script. This small slab of basalt, now called.the Rosetta Stone and
housed in the British Museum, contained a decree commemorating an
event which occurred in 196 B. C. during the reign of Ptolemy V
Epiphanes. With the aid of the Greek message, scholars began work
on deciphering the hieroglyphic and demotic sections of the stone. Jean
Francois Champollion, a Frenchman, finally published the major de-
cipherment in 1822.

A brief illustration of the hieroglyphic script will serve.to in-
dicate the difficulties faced by the scholars. The script was usually
written in vertical columns or horizoi al lines, the latter being read
from. right to left. Champollion made the discovery that the Greek
names in the inscription (e. g. , Ptolemaios) were phonetically ex-
pressed, thus giving him the phonetic values of several signs. One
of the groups of signs enclosed within an oval ring was repeated several
times in the inscription. The group of signs and its eventual phonetic
values are shown below:

The cartouche (in reverse order)

a IA M°
The phonetic values of the individual s'

a *1 Zizt aq

P T o L.. m S
p

Working from the values of the signs which he knew, Champollion
eventually solved the riddle of the ancient Egyptian writing.

Chinesessdak. Like the Sumerian and Egyptian writing,
Chinese scripts are of uncertain origin. The earliest known in-
scriptions date back to approximately 1500 B. C. , at which time the
script contained both ideograms and It;Ponetic signs. Although modi-
fied in its external forms, this transitional script is still used in
China, thus giving it the longest life-span of any current writing
system. Chinese writers continue to use the ancient custom of writ-
ing their script in vertical lines which procet j. from top to bottom
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and right to left. The invention of paper in 105 A. D. brought about
many external changes in the script, but the basis of the writing
system has changed little over the centuries. It is possible that
Chinese writing may undergo sweeping changes in the near future,
for it is difficult to continue using a transitional script of 8000
characters in a world where alphabetic writing is nearly universal.

Ey11abic scripts. Phonetic writing is of two types, syllabic
and alphabetic. The Near East has produced several syllabic scripts
which are of particular interest since they might prove to be a pre-
liminary step in the development of alphabetic writing. A syllabic
script found at Byblos (in present-day Lebanon)itas been put forward
by at least one scholar as the prototype of the Alphabet. 5 But the
problem of exact dating of inscriptions leaves this hypotb.esis yet to
be proved. Another syllabic script, this one found on Cyprus, was
in use during the period extending front 700 B. C. to the first century
B. C. Consisting of forty-five symbols, the Cypriote script repre-
sents a considerable simplification over the analytic transitional
scripts previously discussed. The third syllabary is the Persian
cuneiform script which is nearly alphabetic in nature. Probably in-
vented in the sixth century B. C., this script is an adaptation of the
cuneiform writing system to an Indo-European language, a fact which
proved to be important in finding the key to cuneiform writing. Per-
sian cuneiform contained forty-one symbols whicti were written from
left to right. Perhaps later discoveries and decipherinetrts will indi-
cate the relationships (if any exist) of these syllabaries to the early
alphabetic systems.

IV. Alphabetic Writing

The basis of alphabetic writing is the concept of using one sym-
bol to stand for each significant sound in a language, The origin of
this idea is and has been the subject of much debate. Some textbooks
attribute the idea to the Egyptians without substantiating the claim.
Others give credit for the invention to various peoples such as the
Phoenicians, the Sumerians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, and many
others. Modern discoveries, rlecipherments, and dating teCiniques
have thrown some light,on the dispute.

gri.A of the Al habet From the origin of the Alphabet to
its adoption by the ancient reeks, only a few historical facts are
knowri, although the period extending from approximately 1200 B. C.
to Cul present is fairly well documented. Scholars generally believe
tiiat the notion of an alphabetic script arose during a period of political.
turbulence in the Fertile Crescent, roughly coinci&ng with the rule of
the Hyksos dynasty in Egypt (ce. 1730-1580 13. C. ). The area of Palestine
and Syria etimare to be the most probe V place of origin of the Alphabet,
and who: ever man or men invented it seem certainty to have been familiar
with most of the scripts then being used in the eastern Mediterranian countrie

Etwarlearwswrimarammaraw -*Imamustmo.

5Diringer, p, 107.
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If it is true that the Alphabet was invented in Palestine or

Syria, then we must face the question of the origins of the people
who inhabited these lands. One prevalent theory is that in about the
fourth millennium B. C., certain nomadic tribes called Semites in-
vaded the Tigris-Euphrates Valley. Later migrations of these
Semitic tribes moved further west to lands among which are the
modern nations of Lebanon, Isiael, and Syria. It is in the language

fhaoa Semite tribes that the earliest readable inscription in a
truly alphabetic script is found. The name given this script is the
North-Semitic Alphabet; the probable date of the earliest inscrip-
tion (found at Byblos) is the eleventh century B. C. Other findings,
the Ugaritic cuneiform alphabet and the alphabetic script found in
the Sinai Desert, seem to verify the existence of alphabetic scripts
dating back to at least the sixteenth or seventeenth century B. C.
An even earlier inscription (possibly dating back to the seventeenth
or eighteenth century re. C.) has been found in Israel, but the small
number of r3ymbols (fourteen) makes it practically impossible to de-
cipher completely. The exact relationships among these early writ-
ing systems are still being debated.

Development and karodof_the Alta.l.eet. The North-Semitic
Alphabet consisted of twenty-two symbols which were written from
right to left. The Canaanite branch of the North-Semitic Alphabet
had two main divisions: the Early Hebrew script and the Phoenician.
It is the Phoenician adaptation of the North-Seiedtic Alphabet v.-hich
the ancient Greeks borrowed and adapted to their own language in
approximately the ninth or tenth century EL C. Recent evidence now
indicates that the Mycenaean Greeks used a transitional script as
early as 1400 B. C. on the island of Crete. Deciphered in 1952 by
ertichael Ventris, this early Greek writing system (called Mycenaean
Linear E) is now the oldest !mown Greek writing in existence. Between
the Linea: B script and the earliest Greek writing in the Semitic al-
phabet lies a period for which no evidence of any writing has been
discovered.

The Greek alphabet. The Semitic alphabet used by the Phoeni-
cians Wa s altered considerably by the Greeks when they adapted the
script to their own language. Following the custom of the Phoenicians,
the Greeks wrote their script from right to left, usually proceeding
from top to bottom. Later, during the sixth century B. C. , the Greeks
used bot.mtroplesim (Has the ox plows"), a type of writing which pro-
ceeds from right to left and left to right alternately. The Greeks adopted
the present-day method of writing (left to right, top to bottom) in
approximately 500 B. C., and this practice was followed by those who
later borrowed the Greek alphabet.

One of the major changes which the Greeks devised was the
transformation of five of the Semitic letters into symbols for the
vowel sounds: el 122.0a gpsiloni upsilon, lot; and oneikron. The
Semitic script did not record the vowel sounds; writers of the script
simply assumed that the reader would provide the sounds in the proper
places (ths s hw th sstm wld wrk). Another innovation of the Greeks

.,-2114%.011"".1"'".'1"P"'!".-
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was the invention of symbols for sounds in their own language which
were not found in the Semitic tongue (e. g. , ac, ps, Iffi). Although
several Greek alphabets came into existence, the Ionic script of
Miletus was the one which finally emerged as the classical form of
the Greek alphabet. A chart on the following page includes a few of
the symbols.

f`ln"i^"1 0reek elpt.Thhet had tteenty=four letters, to which
were later added the three marks of tone or pitch: acute, ms and
circumflex. Various forms or styles of this script developed (both
cursive and print) as the writing system was adapted for the many
types of writing surfaces such as stone, papyrus, parchment, and

The great importance of the Greek alphabet lies in the fact
that it is the source of so many other writing systems.

V. Descendants of the Greek Alphabet

Etruscan . It is the Greek alphabet that is the source
of all Western alphabets. Very early in the history of Greek alpha-
betic writing (perhaps 700-800 E. C. the Etruscans, a group of
paople who settled in northern Italy, adapted the Greek script to
their own language. Owing largely to the lack of knowledge about
the Etruscan language, this script is still undeciphered. Some

cholars are convinced that the Etruscan script of twenty-six letters
was prof ably the source from which the Romans borrowed twenty-
one letters and three other symbols used for numbers. As the power
of Rome expanded, the Etruscan language was replaced by Latin; the
last Etruscan inscription is dated in the first century A. D.

Latin alpha.bet. Roman soldiers and priests can be credited
with being the major instruments in spreading the Latin alphabet through
what is now western Europe. However, the Slavic peoples of eastern
Europe, who recognized the eastern branch of the Church, adopted
other offshoots of the Greek alphabet called the Cyrillic and Glago-
litic scripts. In these two instances, the common generalization re-
garding the close relationship between alphabets and religion seems
to hold true. The spread of the Arabic script through much of Africa
and the Near East by followers of Mohammed would seem to be another
instance of this phenomenon.

In its final, form, the Latin alphabet consisted of the following
twenty-one letters: ABCDEFGHIKLMNOPQP (the original
shape of R) S T V X. In the first century B.C., the letters Z and X
ware borrowed from the Greek to bring the total Lumber of letters
to twenty-three. It was this alphabet that was adapted to the Gerramoic
language of those tribes which invaded and settled England after the
departure of the Roman legior-.

Early Germanic BEIM. The earliest ivritings of any Germanic
people are in a script which is called a "runic" alphabet. The name
is derived from the Old English word m, which means "a secret,
mystery." This alphabet, sometimes referred to as "futhork, "
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Alphabetic Scripts
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originated in approximately the first century B. C., but most of
its early history is still uncertain. Since the Germanic tribes used
the script sparingly, only a few early inscriptions have been dis-
covered, the earliest dating back to the third century A. D. In the
fourth certury A. D., Wu lfilas (or Mile), a bishop of the Visigoths,
invented an alphabetic script which he adapted to his own Gothic lan-
guage. This script consisted primarily of Greek letters, but in-cluded alma a few Lritin lattals and two ef or
His translation of part of the Bible, preserved in later manuscripts,
is especially important because it represents the earliest extensive
writing in a Germanic language.

E h v The Roman conquerors used the Latin writ-
ing system on the island of England during their four centuries of
occupation, for a great number of inscriptions from this period have
been discovered. After the withdrawal of the Roman armies, pagan
Germanic tribes invaded and settled the greater part of the island
during the fifth and sixth centuries A. D. The language which emerged
from the blending of the dialects spoken by these Germanic tribes
is what we pall English today. The Latin alphabet was introduced
to these tribes by both Irish raissionaries and other missionaries who
came directly from Rome. The script introduced by the Irish mis-
sionaries in the northern and western parts of the island was to be-
come the common form of writing until the Norman Invasion.

As the Greeks had done with the Semitic alphabet, the Old
English scribes did with the Latin script. Since the Latin alphabet
had only five symbols for vowel sounds (A, E, I, 0, two other
vowel symbols were added; the digraph ea for the vowel sound in words
like that, and the letter for a high-front-rounded vowel sound (likemodern French D. Other Latin letters were used to represent Eng-
lish sounds similar to those for which they stood in Latin. To repre-
sent the sound which is today spelled they used a runic letter ( )

called "thorns' and another letter ( ) called Heti, " a crossed d.

Another runic letter ( r ) called "wen" was used to represent the
consonantal sound of w.

During a later period, a letter ( ) called "yogh" was used
in places where modern writers would use thisthis same letter was alsoused to represent a sound very similar to German ch. Other writers
represented this gutteral, sound by the letter h. In the Middle English
period, Latin and Norman French influence led to the dropping of the
runic letters and substituting the digraphs 1th anclgtt Another Middle
English practice was to use both the v and the u in variant positions to
represent both the consonant and the vowel sounds. The v was used
at the beginnings of words (e. g. , vttre) and the u was used elsewhere
(et,g., aura schnlie , practices which continued into the seven-teenth century. The letter c, before ,ft and ia stood for the commonsound of ,s as in pity and cell. Old my was replaced by the French
gLi in spelling words like queen and gkek. J. and French influence
also led to the use of the bdouble u" (written vv at the beginning of
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words) which later became written together to give us our modern
letter an

Modern EmlipAs . According to one well-known modern
linguist, American English contains forty-five phonemes: twenty-
four consonant sounds, nine vowels, four stresses, four pitches,
and four junctures (or pauses). ° To represent these forty-five pho-
nemes (which are defined as '`-minimum units of distinctive sound
featured?), writers of English use forty-one symbols: twenty-six
letters of the alphabet, eleven marks of punctuation, and five other
features which include italics, small capitals, lower case letters,
capital letters, and space. 8

Although the situation described above would seem to indicate
a lack of enough symbols, English spelling is not totally chaotic. Regu-
lar spelling patterns give readers and writers of English a complex,
but nevertheless effective, set of clues to the pronunciation and spel-
ling of a large number of English words. The irregular features of
English spelling (e. g., "though the tough cough and hiccough plough
me through") have been belabored often, but the positive side of the
argument deserves consideration.. Fries, in his book Linguistics
and Re...E!m,i states that 'most of that [English] spelling is patterned.
It is basically phonemic in its representation, with patterns of letters
rather tban single letters, as the functioning, units of the representa-
tion. "9 For the reader of English, two of the most helpful patterns
are found in those one-syllable words consisting of consonantsvowel-
corssonant and the same one-syllable words using the final e (e. g,
can - sane rat - rate). Spelling reform is certainly needed, but
such reform must be based upon a sound linguistic ana13/ ate of ourIflanguage, not upon a list of simplified spellings.

VI. Conclusion

The history of writing is especially significant because its de-
velopment runs parallel to the growth of human culture. In the his-
tory of writing can be seen man's attempts to master his environ-
ment in preserving for future generations the records and wisdom
of the past. Although earlier civilizations were content to attribute
the invention ofwriting to gods of various sorts, we must use more
sciettiftc methods in exploring the origins and development of writing
systems. Perhaps the complete history of writing will never be known;
but the fact remains that the information we now possess about ancient
and modern writing systems is essential to a full understanding of lan-
guage.

6W. Nelson Francisf, Tie Structure of American Englita (New
York, 1958). p 128.

7Leonard Bloomfield, Leemmge (New York, 1933), p. 79.
8Francis, p. 447.
9Charles C. Fries, Limietles and t7teading, (New York, 1962),

p. 169.
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Although we have seen how the art of writing has developed
from early pictographic scripts through ideographic and transitional
systems to modern alphabetic writing, the reader should caution
himself against a habit of thought which has often been called the
"progressive fallacy " the notion that each script itrYented was bet-
ter than the one before it, and finally the modern alpiabet appeared
as the inevi:able and crowning development. It should be remembered
that some scripts never got beyond the transitional stage and were
often more elaborate and inefficient at the end of their development
than at the beginning.

A pupil who understands the different bases of other writing
systems will be more able to understand the problems he faces in
writing English using an alphabetic script. The principle underlying
alphabetic writing becomes clearer when it is seen in contrast with
another writing system. The very least we can hope for is that the
pupil who has studied different writing systems ;rill take a more ob-
jective view of the task he faces in learning to write English.

' --!0-44.
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VIII. Suggested Activities

A. Teaching methods

Since the purpose of this unit is to presom the history of
writing and to insure understanding of the alphej)etic principle,' much
of the subject matter will necessarily be presented by means of lec-
tures And silent neading. It nay be advisable to divide the pupils'
silent reading assignments into relatively short sessions (a maximum
of 25 min. ) which can be followed by discussion periods. During
the discussion periods, the teacher car provide illustrative exam-
ples from his own knowledge or from material found in the teacher's
version of the unit. The large body of historical facts to be presented
will necessitate the .se of supplementary materiels to "liven up"
the presentations. A detailed map of the Near East and Europe would
be a valvable teacke.ng

1. Distinction bf.,IbLetumeectAar.....gsriting. As a preliminary
step, before attempting to distinguish between writing and speech,
one or more of the following films might be shown in order to insure
that pupils have adequate background in language study:

61211kabet C Tracy. "Dr. Baxter explains how babies speak
a common 'languagel--that is, the same speech sounds--until
they grow older and establish speech patterns in their native
languages; how languages came into being and developed; and
how and why they possess both similarities and differences."
50 min., Pacific Telephone Co. , 1959.

Definition gt Lamm:. "Review the definition of language.
Explains the relationship between langnage and culture. Dis-
cusses 'language patteTnn and how they affect the learning of a
language. sDtn Henry Lee Sna:;th, Jr. Professor of Linguistics
and Eizlish, "University of Buffalo. " 30 min., Indiana Univ.,
1957. ES 547

The Alphabet. "Analyzes the English writing system and
traces the origin, development and spread of the Alphabet.
Shows and expiains various writing systems including Sanskrit,
Chinese, and Arabic. Discusses the significance of niero-
glyphics in the development of written language." Dr. Henry
Lee smith, Jr. 30 , Indiana University,, 1957. ES 555

Following the film (or films) you might attempt to explain the distinc-
tion between writing and Ppeech. It may be necessary to illustrate
this point in several different ways to insure understanding.

2. parkin, of writ kg. After the pupils understand what
writing is, you should explain that the origins of the art of writing,
like those of language itself, are unknown. The pupils will almost
certainly have read or heard fanciful accounts of how writing began,
and these "fairy tales" will have to be questioned. The distinction
between true (conscious) writing and early cave drawings (embryo-
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writing) should be developed next. A few of the primitive means
of communication (e. g. , memory-aids, codes, tokens) should be
discussed and compared with the art of real writing.

3. des s of scripts. Before approaching the history of
writing, the pupils must thoroughly understand the classification of
scripts used in this unit. This part of the unit is just as important
as the history, since it involves understanding the different bases
used in other writing systems Important aspects of an (.11 type of
writing are reviewed below:

a. Picture writing differs from the embryo-writing men-
tioned above in that the former systematicaall; uses pictures of ob-
jects and actions to tell a story or convey an idea. The pictures
in embryo-writing are used in an arbitrary and haphazard way. Pic-
ture writing indicates a consciousness of language in the arrange-
ment of the signs --that is, the pictograms are arranged in approxi-
mately the same order that the writer might have used when telling
the story in person. Since there is no necessary connection bet een
the pictograms and the writer's spoken language, this type of writing
can b: read in any language. A simple illustration of picture writ-,
ing follows:

AbAr.f.4 r
b. Ideographic writing is closely related to ce lure writ-

ing, The pictures are less realistic -- simpler and more conventionalized
--and the meanings of the ideograms have broadened to include related
concepts, not just the object that is pictured. Carefully drawn figures

found in picture writing Qe. g. man - or hand - ) might
become simplified drawings like the following: man - , hand

this (

The earliest representations of the sun may have 4 Hue,

); the later figure might have looked like this ( ); and

an even later figure might look like the following ( ). The sim-

e'fied signs (ideograms) might refer not only to the sun itself, but
) to the idea of Light, hest, day, or a sun-god. The particular

advantage of the ideograms is that they can convey more complex
and subtle ideas. Explain to the pnpils thr, ideographic writing prob-
ably developed out of early picture writing, and, like tit.: latter, it can
be read in any language.
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c. Analytic transitional scripts have already been illustrated in
the sections dealing with Egyptian and Sumerian writing. The main point
to stress is that transitional scripts contain both ideograms and signs
which stand for sounds in the writer=s language. In other words, transi-
tional scripts have become, in part, a representation of speech itself.
How this first occurred, we may never know. But some of the ideograms
may have become associated with certain sounds, and writers began to
use the old ideogram to stand for those sounds rather than for the object
which it formerly signif ied. Phonetic writing of this type is much like
4La s.c vvaa.m.,11 ylka.u.L-Liag coujw%.1,.a UJ. 06%;6.t.UiLa

whose names contain the sounds which are desired, the name of another
object or action is suggested to the reader. Several examples follow:

'
cm. ..i

amart dar e,

..
.

Vest boW

1 1o.1),...
I

S U4treeCot
uto rs boctstaan

The analytic transitional scripts contain both ideograms (e. g. ,,
stands for ox .4:a0 represents sun or d2.1) and phonograms (signs
representing sounds in the language being written) which are com-
bined in sP-Teral ways.

d. Phonetic writing can be syllabic or alphabetic in nature.
Pure phonetic writing is a visual representation of speech. Unlike
picture writing and pure ideographic writing, phonetic writing can be
read only in the language used by the writer. Thus Persian cuneiform
writing can be read only in the Persian language of the period in which
the script was used.

Syllabic writing is based upon. the principle that each of the syllables
in a language can be represented by a single sign. Examples from an
ancient Cypriote syllabary illustrate this type of phonetic writing:

(Examples from ancient Cypriote syllabary adapted
from Diringer, Figure 22, "Cypriote Syllabary,
Writing, New York 1962, published by Fredrick A.
Praeger, Inc., p. 109. )

Such a writing system is ideal for a language which has relatively few
syllable types, but it would be unsuited to languages which contain
numerous syllable types consisting of two or more consonant sounds.
In a word such as fifths each consonant sound wand have to be repre-
sente' by a separate symbol, even though the sounds are spoken together
as one syllable. A language like Japanese is ideally

#wagfuo.re
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suited to syllabic writing since it contaire a limited number of
syllable types, all a which are open (i. e., syllables consisting of
a single consonant followed by a single vowel). The teacher might
illustrate syllabic writing using the above symbols from the Cypriote

syllabary (e. g. kana T kono 1 ).
-Alphabetic writing is a type of phonetic 'script which the pupil

must understand thoroughly, since our own Englibh wz itiilg system
is alphabetic. The advantages inherent in a system which represents
each distinctive sound in a language by a single unchanging symbol
should be made clear to every pupil. For example, using only a
few different signs, we can write the names of numerous objects and
actions: m. rnan, sas tan, LalL, 291, Las." plan scan. If it were
necessary to draw a separate sign for each of these objects or actions,
the total number of symbols needed to communicate in writing would
be extremely large. In writing the English language, the advantages
of an alphabetic script over a syllabic script can also be easily demon-
strated. The total number of distinct syllable types in our language
is far greater than the total number of distinctive sounds. Each vowel
sound can combine with numerous consonant sounds in a great mem-
ber of different ways. To have a separate symbol for every syllable
in the English language would require many times the number of sym-
bols we now use.

The pupils should be shown that modern English writing does
not exactly (or sometimes even closely) fit the sounds of the lan-
guage. In English spelling, certain letters represent more than one
sound and, conversely, certain sounds are represented by more than
one symbol. Several examples follow:

Sound Written Sanbols Ikeitternbol Sounds

/k/ c, k, ck s sit, rise, sure, measure
/t/ t, tt, ed g get, gin, rouge
/ d/ d, dd, ed u tune, unit, fun

/z/ z, zz, s c cite, cute

/u/ u, oo x lexical, exist, ulophone
M1111.1110IgS.Val

4. Approaches to the history of writing: Writing touches the
lives of every pupil every day, but few pupils have even a limited
knowledge of its history. A knowledge of the bases which underlie the
various writing systems should make the history of writing more under-
standable for pupils. The generous use of illustrations and examples
should also serve to increase pupil interest. In presenting the history
of writing to your class, you might try one of the following approaches:
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a. Tell the story of writing in your own words using
the teacher and student units only as guides or as sources of illus-
trative material.

b. Have the pupils read each section of the student ver-
sion, and then follow each silent reading session with explanations
of difficult concepts, illustrations of various writing systems, and
discussions of the material which has been covered.

. History of writin . Regardless of the type of approach
used in prese ing t e his Cory of writing, the following key points
should be stressed:

a. The origins of the earliest writing systems are as
yet unknown. There is no evidence winch connects the early cave
drawings with any of he known systems of writing.

b. The two earliest known scripts, Egyptian hieroglyphic
F ad Sumerian cuneiform, are classified as transitional scripts (i. e.,
those containing both ideographic and phonetic elements). Chinese
writing is an example of a transitional script which is still in use
today.

c. Not all writing systems eventually develop into pho-
netic (syllabic or alphabetic) scripts. Some types of writing simply
ceased to be used, some developed into more or less phonetic scripts,
and som( :notably the Egyptian) never changed basically during their
span of existence.

d. The Sumerian cuneiform writing is the earliest com-
plete writing system known -to modern scholars. It antedates the
earliest Egyptian writing by a few hundred years.

e. Most of what we know about early writing systems
has een discovered since 1800. Many ancient scripts (e. g.. Etrus-
can, Mayan) have not yet been deciphered.

f. The origin o: the Alphabet is still uncertain, but re-
cent discoveries have strengthened certain hypotheses. The latest
theories favor the Near East (Palestine and Syria) as the place of

present is fairly clear
Phoenicians

. The ancient Greeks borrowed an alphabetic

Semitic their own language.
script from the

alphabet to

It is

who had earlier adapted the North-

the Greek version of the Alphabet (borrowed from

history of the Alphabet from 1200 B.C. to the

origin; the Semitic tribes (early Canaanites) are often given credit
as the inventors of the idea. Egyptian writing, as well as the numerous
other scripts in use at the time, influenced the inventors of the Alpha-
bet, especially with respect to the shapes of certain letters. The most
probable time for the invention of the Alphabet is the period extend-
ing from 1730 to 1580 B. C.

The



the Phoenicians in the ninth or tenth century B. C.) which is the
source of all Western alphabets, including our own.

i. The Latin alphabet was probably borrowed from the
Etruscans who had borrowed the script from the Greek° in approxi-
mately 800-700 B. C.

J. The Latin alphabet was introduced on the- island of
England in the years following the invasion and settlement of England
by Germanic tribes from northern Europe. The script which was
adapted by scribes to the language of these invaders has developed
into our present-day English alphabet.

k. These Germanic tribes had earlier used a "runic"
alphabet for inscriptions, but not extensively. The sources of the
runic alphabet are uncertain.

1. The early adaptation of the Latin script to. English
language resulted in a rather close fit between the writing system
and the sounds of the language, but later sound changes and word
borrowings have produced numerous irregularities in English spel-
ling. Despite the irregularities, English spelling is not without a
number of consistent patterns.

in. The English alphabet has frequently been mollified
during its span of existence (e. g. loss or addition of some letters,
change in writing stylesIrish:, French, Italian, etc), the princi-
ple upon which it is based has never changed. A perfect alphabetic
script would have a single =changing symbol for every distinctive
sound in the language. Few writing systems in common use today
approach a perfect application of this principle, with the possible
exception of the speial scripts used by professional linguists.

B. Exercises

You should select one or more of the following exercises
to give the pupils an opportunity to strengthen their understanding
of the various bases which underlie all known systems of writing.

1. Ask the pupils to prepare an original illustration of each
of the different types of writing. For example, the pupil could use
picto- graphic and ideographic scripts to convey a simple message
to a savage who knew no English. Another pupil might invent a syl-
labic script which could be applied to simple English words. The
best work produced by the pupils could be written on the chalkboard.

2. Ask the pupils to Lis+ the various sounds which each of the
twenty-six letters of the Engliei alphabet are used to represent.
This could '')e done by 11 *sting, next to each letter, words in which
that letter stands for a different sound. Most letters will have several
different values.

3. Using the phonemic alphabet (found in the student version)



which was introduced in grade seven, list the distinctive sounds
of English and at*.K the pupils to list the various ways each particular
sound is spelled in American English. See page 18 of this unit fora partial list.

4. Ask the pupils to experiment with new arrangements of
their own English writing system. For example, they might try
writing it from right to left or from bottom to top. Or it can be
written in lines which alternate direction with each line, as in
boustrophedon. An example follows:

C. Related assignments in composition and speech.

Since the purpose of the unit is to transmit to the pupils a
group of facts and principles relating; to the art of writing, it would
seem reasonable to expect them to use this knowledge in writing
answers to pertinent questions. The following list of questions could
be given at the end of the unit. You may wish to Tir Ito your own set
of questions covering the material in the unit.

1. What is writing? Define it

2. Where did the art of writing originate? Who first invented it?

3, What is an alphabet? What basic principle is the alphabet
founded upon?

4. Who invented the Alphabet? When and where did this happen?

5. How does the writing system of the ancient Egyptians differ
from our own English writing system?

6. How do you account for your own difficulties in spelling
English words?

7. Make a list of all the signs (symbols) which you use in writ-
ing English.



D. Answers for exercises in Student Version.

Exercise 1, pace 3

a. True
b. False (Irritin3 is a much more recent invention than sp.v?ch. )
c. True (Letters stand for sounds, sounds stand for meanings

of various kinds. )
d. True (Only since 18'77 have we been able to record human

speech sounds. )
e. False (Primitive cave drawincp did not use the picture sym-

bols in any systematic wv that wr-uld indicate a conscious-
ness of spoken language.1

Exercise 2, page &

I. a. In picture writing, each sign stands forikectisst,.. or action
that kiLRI...i1STmed.

b. In ideographic writing, each sign stands for the object or
action that is 'pictured (in a simplified and conventionalized
ways or ot er related ideas.

c. In phonetic writing, each sign stands for one or,more sounds
in thejmna e

d. In phonetic writing, each combination of letters which is
called a word stands for the sounds in the ken nettle of
the object, action, or idea.

2. Items c and d ideographic and picture writing, are the correct
choices.

3. The teacher is advised to refer to the unit on the sounds of
English, Grade 7, for a detailed treatment of the special alphr-

.bet which is listed on page 6 of the student unit. The words in
iteri no. 3 are written correctly as follows:

a. flat - /act/ 0. not - hat/
b. shape - /Yap/ Z. thought - ieoti

c. tempt - /twat/ g. black - bla3ki

d. chick - aik/ h. thrill - ieril/

4. Answers will vary, but the following words are possiole answers:

a. character - charles, itch chantey

b. that - with thin
c. get - ginger, rouge

d. sycle - clinic
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e. tans - tap, father, sofa

f. net ' predict, kite

"nlxgsre.igte 3. page 17

The proper Chrflaibleginsal nerrlar of

h, f, i, b, e, d, j, c, k, a g
events 4 a L...9 folarai,,,, 3ar


